
RV Build

Goal: To be able to stay for 2 weeks in the middle of the hottest part of summer at Doheny State
Beach with full AC & DC electrical power, at all times, and minimum external services for water
and sewage.

How: To accomplish this, we’ll make improvements to the electrical systems, a/c systems,
heating systems, refrigeration and ventilation.  We’ll consider changes to black, grey and fresh
water systems.  We’ll add proteng style fire suppression in all fire hazardous bays, including
engine, solar, A/C and heating.  We’ll create a new energy bay in the back bedroom and new
storage to replace the existing closet.

Electrical: The requirement is for effectively unlimited capacity for normal requirements.  We
should be able to:

1) Run the A/C to maintain 78 degree temperatures throughout the day and night.
2) Charge phones, run the microwave, watch TV, surf the internet, etc… with little concern

for available power.
3) Do so without using a large generator
4) Do so without shore power or other external power sources
5) Do so with minimal noise and no interruption to normal routine

This assumes that:
1) We don’t need to be able to run everything at same time, but we should be able to run

the A/C and microwave at the same time.
2) Over the course of several days of limited sunshine, it may be necessary to periodically

run a small dual fuel generator.
To accomplish this, we’ll:

1) Remove the 6kw diesel generator
2) Replace the roof mount A/C with a more efficient dual-zone mini split
3) Install a dual inverter victron multiplus system.

a) 24/3000/70 inverter
b) Configured in split-phase

4) Install 2400+ watts of solar panels
5) Install sufficient charge controller infrastructure to manage
6) Install between 13.4kW and 20.1kW of LiFePO4 batteries

a) Electrodacus sbms0 bms
b) Dssr solar controllers

7) Install Cerbo GX monitoring
8) Install a new 220v electrical circuit for A/C
9) Rewire A/C to always invert
10) Create a new storage bay where the generator was that will house a new, dual fuel

2.5kW generator for use in emergency charging
11) Update subordinate, high draw electrical systems to minimize current usage across the

board
a) Refrigerator to 12v compressor



b) LED lighting
c) 24v water heater element
d) Diesel heaters

A/C systems: RV A/C systems are notoriously inefficient, drawing thousands of watts to start
and run.  Modern inverter based mini-split systems are MUCH more efficient.

1) On an average a 13,500 BTU Air conditioner needs around 2700 to 2900 watts for start
up.  We have 2

2) On an average a 13,500 BTU Air conditioner needs around 1000 to 1300 watts for
running

3) Mini-split AC units draw on average 500-700 watts of power while running, with a max of
1000 watts on “turbo mode”.  Startup draw is minimal due to the technology

The challenge with using a mini-split in an RV is space.  The condenser unit (goes outside), is
typically 27.5” tall and won’t fit easily in even my largest bay.  My original plan was to remove
the generator and put the mini split condenser on the generator mount, but I have only about 24
inches of height clearance, which is insufficient for the dual zone condenser.  Alternately, I’m
considering putting the condenser on the opposite side by removing the existing plastic bay box
and replacing it with a custom box and mount that provides approximately 30” of height
clearance.  We’ll create a new storage box in the generator bay that will house the 2.5kW
generator and diesel heaters, plus additional storage. We’ll also assess the possibility of adding
a drink cooler either in the new AC bay or elsewhere.
Mini splits also require the installation of air handler units inside the living space.  We’ll plan to
mount one air handler in the rear above the escape window and one in the front above the RV
door.  Routing of the power and coolant lines from the condenser to the air handlers should be
simplified in this arrangement.  We’ll remove the existing A/C units on the roof to a) make room
for the solar panels and b) make space for new ceiling fans.  The fans are more useful than the
A/C, run on 12v and are much more energy efficient. This may require swapping the 120v runs
to 12v runs.  Ideally, we use the existing wiring, but we’ll have to assess the wire capacity based
on the lower voltage and amp draw.  We’ll remove the existing A/C thermostats as they will no
longer be needed.  A/C control is on the air handler. Ideally, we’ll install a heat pump mini-split.
This will handle most heating requirements as well.

Heating: The RV currently has a propane fired forced air heater.  This unit is inefficient, both in
propane use and 12v electrical draw.  The RV has a 40 gallon propane tank, which is insufficient
to run the heater for more than 3 or 4 days.  The RV is ducted for heat in all living spaces and
has minimal ducting in the water bays to help with cold weather.  The RV has an 80 gallon
diesel fuel tank and fuel lines to the current diesel generator bay.  Diesel fuel forced air heaters
are efficient, both in fuel as well as in electricity usage and are inexpensive.  We will install 1 or
2 diesel heaters to fulfill two use cases: 1) a diesel unit should feed into the existing ducting to
support heating the RV from the central unit.  This will also support heating the wet bays through
existing ducting. 2) a second, smaller unit could be installed to handle heating the bedroom and
bays.  It’s unclear if a single 5kW/17k BTU diesel unit can heat the RV without an additional unit
to support bays and the back bedroom.  If we install heat pump mini-splits, most use cases
would be supported by the combination of a single diesel unit and the mini-splits.  For true



boondocking in very cold weather, we may consider the second diesel heater to split output
between the water bays and the bedroom.

Refrigeration: The RV currently has a propane/electric absorption refrigerator.  These units,
while convenient and low power when on propane, are inefficient at cooling, are fire hazards
and are very inefficient when run on AC power.  To address this, we’ll install a replacement
cooling unit that is based on a 12v or 24v condenser, similar to residential fridge.  This unit is
efficient at both cooling and power usage.

Ventilation: When we remove the current A/C units, we’ll install new Maxxair fans to replace
them.  These will provide significant additional cooling/air circulation to the unit.  We use fans
much more often than A/C, so the new fan units will help immensely.  They’ll also minimize
power usage and make room for more solar on the roof.

Grey/Black/Fresh tank considerations: For true boondocking, tank capacity becomes a
major concern after the installation of a new solar system.  In particular, this RV has equally
sized black and grey water tanks and a somewhat undersized fresh tank.  To combat this issue
we’ll consider:

1) Replacing the existing toilet with a composting toilet.
2) Bridging the grey tank to the the black tank to increase grey water capacity if we have a

composting toilet
3) Increasing the fresh water tank capacity by adding a secondary tank in a newly freed up

space.  This could add 40-50 gallons of additional capacity.

Other projects: When installing the new electrical system, it will be necessary to reconfigure
the existing wall mounted cabinet to a) provide a space for the new batteries and electrical
components and b) to make better use of the space currently occupied by the closet.  We’re
reimagine this storage area by:

1) Taking the space from the control panel down and making it into a mounting and service
area for the electrical equipment.  We’ll install a tambour door to make this accessible
even when the slide is closed.

2) Removing the control panel and extending the area above down to create a new cabinet.
3) Create a tech space in this new cabinet
4) Leave the existing small drawer
5) Move the large bottom drawer up to create a new battery area under the existing right

hand side of the closet
6) Move the other two current large drawers in above the drawer in item 5
7) Create new drawers and cabinets to the left
8) Seal up all air drafts and openings while we work in the space.

We’ll also consider:
1) Removing the cabinets above the bed
2) Removing all mirrored cabinet doors to reduce weight
3) Replace wood door panels on rv fridge
4) Remove existing dinette and recliner and replace with new Ikea furniture



5) Remove existing fold out couch to replace with new cabinet, dining table and TV fixture
(maybe, we do have a good TV now over the bed

6) Adding a new diesel “add on” tank to increase diesel capacity

Wifi & home automation: We’ll add a new, dedicated ethernet network to the RV to handle:
1) New wifi/cellular router
2) Home automation via home assistant
3) RV control via a Pi or Amazon Fire touchscreen


